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"The Muse, like Beatrice in Much Ado, is a
spirited girl who has as little use for an abject
suitor as she has for a vulgar brute. She appreciates chivalry and good manners, but she dispises those who will not stand up to her and
takes a cruel delight in telling them nonsense and
lies which the poor little things obediently write
down as 'inspired' truth."
W. H. Auden
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RAIN JAZZ

I

Listen to rain jazz
And feel the blue trumpet
Sliding down window panes.
Clarinets will splash in puddles.
Percussion
Cymbals
Snare
Above you
On window ledges.
Piano will run down the drain pipe
Following the trombone into the street.
Pack up
Dry off
End the session with the sun.
Carol Carlson
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AGNOSTA

They said we had ceased
To appear in wondrous cycles
Where each passing day wove
The miracle of sweet longing.
The grey cold clouds cluttered
Spadmodically drove evermore
To acknowledging deeds
Greeted respectfully by.
In the darkness of human barren
Beat an aching pulse.
Racing voids in tune on
A wandering vessel of searing sand.
Wings of white in tangy blue
Pierced the crystal gracefully,
Soared straight floated plummeted
To a thud. An echo of doom sang.
Chris Kakavetsis
PROGRESSION

Say goodbye to familiarity and
Become aware of the subtle suggestions of change;
The night still sings soft suspense with a spectra of stars
Rising over the rim of the wind,
And grasses still cover in a not-yet-frosty dew;
Crickets chirp their nightsome melodies
As the orange moon still halves and quarters.

But leaves are turning amber-gold and
Earthy footpaths now trail on in umber brown;
A colder fog seduces the shore at eventide
And leaves succumb to an unremembered frost.
A rougher wind carries the echo of an owl to his mate,
As the Earth prepares to Fall.
LINDA KOSER
7

Beat 3

I came to the tall towers to walk
with long dreamers
And feel the warmth of a silent song.
But the nights grew cold
And I walked alone
Pursued by my broken song.

Come down with me through the grating
Watch for the slippery walls
Help me compose a rapsody
Adagio- sonata form .
Carol Carlson

NIGHT SHIFT

You leave- the door has just to close
then the house hushes with me to listen
to your heavy tread down and away another night.
The kitchen becomes cathedral-like
These rooms now vast give up their secret pains
in a whisper, moan and sigh.
I walk aimlessly while the cat peers
concerned over the box-rim.
Then she sleeps.
9

THE HUNT

Patrick McPhee
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Waiting was the hardest part of the hunt. The hours had
passed slowly, and Curt's legs were cramped from the motionless sitting. His father sat next to him , but no words
had been spoken since noon. Jim nudged his son, and Curt
slowly brought the rifle to his shoulder. A large buck drew
closer to the pair and the legs went unnoticed. Even the
burrs in Curt's black hair seemed unimportant. His years
had been always surrounded with talk of guns and the hunt,
but now he wondered if he could kill. Slowly the deer moved
into range, and through the sight Curt could see the details
of the buck. His dad whispered, "He's a real beauty, ten
pointer at least. Take your time now, and squeeze the trigger, don't jerk it."
Curt nodded his understanding. "Don't jerk it," he thought.
"Just one squeeze on the trigger and that is all that stands
between the forest and the trophy room." The buck was very
clear in the sight and the sun reflected off brown hair that
covered rippling muscle." He is magnificent, proud and free;
he moves like the breeze-swift, quiet. What a trophy he'll
make-glass eyes, unseeing glass eyes, mounted in a proud
head." The buck breathed out and a crystal mist formed in
the November air. The rifle became heavy in his hands.
"Shoot him now, son. It's perfect. Shoot now ." Curt began to
shake inside. "No ," he thought. "Why? For what? No, no,
no." He stook up, screaming.
The car swayed with the worn road. Jim Lansing hadn't
spoken and Curt stared out at the passing hills . "That was
the right thing to do. He can't be mad for long . Killing just
isn't a part of my life; living is. Life. She is life. It is strange.
She is all that I had imagined her. That goddess image of
my mind. It was a wonderful place that I created for her.
Up there. It was always warm there, and she had a pond
surrounded by living things. Green Spring plants and shiny
silver rocks. She loved to throw those rocks. Into the pond,
splashes. Sounds delicate and are pleasing. But then there
was Brenda, and the image in my head threw herself into
the pond. A splash, a tear in my eye and Brenda laughed.
"Something in your eye Curt?"
"Why didn't you kill it?" His father's voice brought Curt
back to the car. "What?"
"Listen to me when I'm talking to you. That was the best
shot at a deer I've seen in five years and you scared the
son of a bitch away. It it was any other guy I would have
kicked his brains in. Why didn't you kill it?" Curt felt a
sickness inside at his father's words, and he knew that he
had to answer the question .

"It was too good to kill. I didn't want to." The words
seemed strange when spoken, but they were valid for Curt;
they were a challenge to his father.
"Is that my kid talking? It just ain't normal for a man
not to want to go hunting. Everybody likes to hunt; every
man at least. There's something funny about you Curt and
I'm going to knock it out of you. Tomorrow you're going
to kill some thing. I don't care if it's a squirrel, you are
going to kill it." A silence remained all of the way to the
town where they lived.
After the long day's trials Curt was mentally drained, and
when the two arrived home he had rested. Now the kitchen
smells brought him slowly awake. The pain of the day's
activities slowly crept into his mind. "Why couldn't I do it?
But is it that important? Al, Tom, all of my friends enjoy it.
Then there's me. I'll have to write about that buck though.
It could be so great if only .. ."
"Curt, get in here if you want to eat. MOVE." His father's
voice echoed the disappointment of the afternoon . Curt got
up and walked to the table . "How's the great hunter?" Curt's
mother intervened, "Brenda called while you were gone. I
guess she wanted to know if you were going out with her
tonight."
"Not in my car he's not."
"Jiffi.
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"Look, I'm sick of paying out money for him to piss
around in all night."
"You never cared before and . . ."
"Well I care now, and he is not going anywhere in that
car, so drop it." Curt knew that in some sick way he was
the cause of this fight between his parents. The burning conversation continued and Curt got up and. left the table, the
contents of his plate remained as they had when served.
"Where are you going?" Curt stopped but didn't turn. "To
watch anything that's onT.V. 0.K.?"
"Shit, I don't care what you do."
Curt went to his room and closed the door. He wanted
to use up some of the tense energy that surged through his
body. He felt the need to express in order to void the subfeelings which permeated the house. But it was in vaid and
he lay on the bed and tried to think things over. "Maybe
it's my fault. I should bend a little too. But he is so wrong.
He is and I am but he can't see. Nobody takes the time to
see. They just decide and stay in their rotten little ruts. They
don't want to see, and they don't want me to see, either. It
could be so good if they would just let it be. They demand
the worst and then get despondent if someone goes their own
way. To be anymore than all that I am is a lie, but he and
they shut that part out." Curt was startled by the door being
thrown open and his father walking into the room. "You better get some sleep, because we're going out again in the
morning." The words drained Curt, and he just nodded and
began to get undressed. His sleep was restless and his
dreams were troubled, "To be any more than all that I am
would be a lie."
The morning came soon and the dawn was above the
clouds. Curt slept on the way to the hunt; his mind needed
not to be aware of where he was going and why. Jim hadn't
spoken, only his eyes, but now it didn't matter because they
were there.
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ICE STORM
The rain streamed down and froze,
Leaving in its wake
A world of icy splendor
It took a God to make.

Filigree of glistening branches
Could not sustain their weight,
So they toppled over,
Genuflecting o'er their fate.

The sun shone on the trees,
Caressed them curiously,
Dressed them in diamonds,
A wondrous sight to see.

Many broke and fell ,
Cast off their brittle wraps,
Causing consernation,
Cardboard cities to collapse.

Where children used to walk
They gleefully skated past,
While elders measured steps
Fearing each might be his last.

Then melting started,
Ice rained down
With heavy fury
On countryside and town.

Soon all was normal.
The sound of the breeze
Was a sigh of relief
From a man on his knees.

Sylvia Feldman
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There are many worn sleeves that hang about
as we walk about, listlessly
There are many old saws to sing about
_ as we listen to the thinking
Then there is the labor now and then
that we must talk about
Unless I see that bird over there just over there
there is steam; the press is hot
the oven smells of turkey or is it pie?
We know the answer to somewhere between a question and a sigh
we see the common countenance of lies; but we persist
These days of magpies and the heat of summer
make even those days and weeks so thoroughly untried
For somewhere as we sleep beneath our easy eyes
a blind bird knows and then simply dies
Anonymous

AWARE

An absurd little bird said to me:
"One is not experienced unless
one is aware."
And I asked: "Bird, what have you done;
Where have you been; what have you seen?
He said: "I haven't moved from this tree."
Charles Slavaggio
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LITTLE BOY BRA VE

Mommy, in Tibet, they have mountains,
Should I climb one of those?
Maybe--I'll be a pilot
And test those jets we talked aboutOr a fireman and rescue people down a ladder.
Good-night mommy, I'm going hunting.
Oh Mommy, could you please leave the night
light on?
Carol Carlson
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AFTER THE YEARS OF WAR
The old man drew slowly on his pipe, the smoke circling above, pirouetting in the
flickering firelight.
The boy beside him watched the undulations in fascination.
The old man mused, "Just like in the beginning." The boy watched, silently, knowing the story would unfold as it had many times, always following the same nuances .
Sometimes, perhaps, the story would change ... sometime, but it never had yet. Once
the old man began telling it, nothing would deter him: Questions, comments, lack of
interest: these were ignored. It was an old man's musing and the boy sat hypnotized
by the rising smoke.
The old man continued: "There was an age of wars . Nations fought. Their guns
boomed and sabres rattles, their propaganda machines created curtains of paper cementing their isolation. They had to create a frightening aspect for themselves for they
never really frightened their enemies. It was a game , ghoulish and pathetic. The more
they frightened themselves, the more they'd strut and announce their invincibility.
"Men were this way once, that was long ago , in the age Df wars .
"I remember," said the old man, "as a child my father gave me a toy . 'I'll show
you how it works ,' he said.
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"I thought it was an amazing toy," the old man continued.
"My father could operate it just by pressing buttons. Soon
after I learned how, we played together. The game was quite
simple. Each of us was a target and each had two guns
from which we could hurl a little projectile called a bing. We
would try to hurl the bing at the other person when he least
expected it. He could not evade it because it was magnetized
to his person. If he ran from it, it would chase him around
corners or anywhere. When it harmlessly struck, it would explode with a muffied bing and send up a mushroom of
smoke.
"We thought this was great fun. But even more fun : the
second gun hurled the anti-bing-bing. This was a marvel. It
would chase the bing fired by your opponent and you hoped
it would explode your opponent's bing before his could find
you. It was a game of strategy and took many breath-taking
moments of play.
"My father told me that it was modeled after the weapons
our own nation had. It gave a great deal of security to know
our country had it and that we alone were protected by it.
It meant no one would strike us first.
"Then later, we heard that other nations had developed
these weapons, too." The old man paused to send up another
puff of smoke. "Yes, it destroyed a little of our sense of security. There was a great deal of agitation for us to bomb
"THEM," ( as we used to call the enemy). There were some
idealists who claimed it was immoral to use the bomb on
anyone. Naturally, we felt that they were in the pay of
THEM.
"In the end, the forces which agitated for us to use the
bomb won out. It was no longer a question of would we
strike, but WHEN. This created a crisis with the differing
opinions of our allies. A new problem arose. US and OURS
were on shaky ground. Oh, I guess, THEY and THEIRS
must have been in a similar mood because WE never did
attack THEM and THEY did not attack US .
"Bombs went off, yes, but it was just friends becoming unfriendly. Something like the fingers of a hand separating and
refusing to work together.
"The bombs went off, but they came from and went to
our allies. WE and OURS were suddenly paralyzed. Gratefully, we heard that the same thing developed with THEM
and THEIRS.

"Yes, as I said, the bombs went off, but they never landed .
The anti-bombs worked. They did what the scientists said
they would. It was so simple to understand. Yet it was so
awesome and mysterious. My childhood toy had come of
age.
"Then IT happened.
"The anti-bombs had stopped the bombs from detonating
here on earth . The anti-bomb pursued and caught its target.
They both burst. But it was strange. There was no sound
on earth when it happened . If anything, it seemed from reports around the world, that sound was absorbed . Radio
and television were suddenly affected. Bad cases of laryngitis broke out as epidemics. Even rustling of leaves was a
thing to see rather than hear.
"This we found had happened on THEIR side, too.
"Where the i'\nti-bombs had done their work, we saw an
undulating ribbon of smoke in the sky. Of course, there was
the usual cry of fall-out brought on by these shadows. This
cry continued for sometime after, because the fears of fallout had been so deeply implanted in previous generations.
Kids grew up with the fear. They did not know how wondrous a thing the anti-bomb was.
"For that matter, none of us really knew.
"It wasn't long after, of course, that chaos, violence and
self-destr~ction enjoyed its wave. But in time, we found there
was no fall-out whatsoever.
"But the cloud remained.
"The conjunction of the bomb and the anti-bomb was like
the joing of hands. It was like the human body discovering
both RIGHT AND LEFT hands were of the same body and
must work together to function as a whole. It became apparent-give and take was a formula of existence. Bombs and
anti-bombs alike were discarded . Armies were outlawed. Even
the toys, like the bing and the anti-bing, pointed to a date
we seemed to have left behind.
"But the cloud remained.
"It was a wondrous thing, indeed, this cloud. That became its name: IT. We had an IT and they had an IT, like
the two hands of God . Oh, the preachers made use of that
theme. IT did become a symbol, a monument for all the
world to see. A symbol of dead armies, dead bombs and the
silence that follows after ...
"... because the cloud remained.

"Poets sang of it as a personality of many moods, as an
evanescent cloak of heaven. It seemed to make a sunny day
sunnier, a gray day lighter, and at night it seemed as a galaxy brought closer to the breath of man.
"The cloud remained, for the scientists, a mystery. They
formulated many equations to discover its unknowns. Their
reports, their findings, their theories, their postulations, were
printed periodically and discarded with regularity.
"IT and IT, the clouds remained.
"One thing became clear: the anti-bomb had captured the
bomb and their union had created something new-a gaseous, snake-like structure which was unaffected by changing
winds. It moved, but it retained a recognizeable shape.
"IT, was IT, was an identity.
"Perhaps, it was several years later, th t the scientists
became aware of a murmur emitting from it. Their equipment caugh it as a stethoscope might capture a heart beatslow, tend r, and rhythmic.
"God, they suddenly realized what had happened. The
chemical reactions and the electrical impulse had created life.
Was this how the cell began? Scientists gasped at the miracle.
In controlled laboratory experiments life had been brought
about, but never on so grand a scale. Interest in IT, which
had never waned, increased now at fever pitch.
"Ministers and priests questioned its existence as the working of the devil or the Might of God.
"The poets spoke of IT as a woman, mother, whore, coquette, feminine, bitchy. They saw in ITS undulating movements all sorts of spoken and unspoken pleasures.
"And the scientists continued to speculate on this miracle.
In some ways it seemed to have life, they cautiously suggested. One of the outspoken among them said that perhaps
it was in an embryonic state, feeding on itself, much as the
chicken in its shell. Many theories were developed and advanced, but it was this one which survived.
"You realize this early form of IT was quite snakelike.
Stretched out, it strung over thousands of miles. It could
coil, too, and cover only a third of the continent. But it was
never really out of view, because of its distance up in space.
"The other IT acted in much the same manner. This we
were able to follow closely, because continental barriers had
melted with the passing of bombs and armies. Differences in
economics, ethnic groupings, and other real or imagined differences dropped like a whithered limb.
"Quite suddenly, these clouds began drifting together. It
became apparent th t their association was exploratory. As
if they sensed each other's existence, verified the reality, and
were pleased.
"It was unbelievably infectious. The world had been peaceful for many years now, and an era of even greater warmth
of brotherhood arrived. Naturally the ITS were acknowledged the generators of this sentiment.
"Poets and preachers made much of this.
"The scientists, however, remained with wrinkled brows.
If indeed, the clouds were alive, how did they eat, what
chemical change did they affect, how did they eliminate? No
answers had been found. The chemical function of the earth
seemed unaffected by their existence.
"Just as their drifting together had begun suddenly, so
also another stroke of fate occurred.
"Their association became a touching, winding, gyrating,

pressing frenzy that continued for days and weeks, perhaps
months.
"As we watched, their abandonment became the touchstone
of hypnosis for humanity. We didn't realize then how we
were affected, but in time we found this was no longer an era
of brotherly love. It was as if Eros had come to earth and
was jumping with bumps and grinds-a world wide burlesque
show that did not stop at the strip but progressed into an
unrelenting absorption of ecstacy. Humanity, hypnotized by
this continuous and insidious show, dropped its inhibitions
and dipped into a libidous pool of mixed sperm and ova.
"It was a continuous round of coupling and sensuality.
Television, radio, the cinema, in fact, all communication became informative in oral and visual demonstration of the
varying methods of prolonging, attaining and instigating
unending, sensual ecstacy.
"There were no bars of restraint. Men and women, in official capacity, of secular or sacred following, vied with the
man on the street or animals in the field. The world was one
grand and glorious aphrodisiac.
"And just as suddenly, it stopped!
"The writhing clouds separated, and earth just as quickly
sought its clothing and tried to understand.
"Then, in a violent gust from one of the ITS, small clouds
began emitting. A litter of four were born.
"The two older clouds seemed exhausted, limp and dragging. They sagged and dragged closer to the earth.
"It was then that we learned the horrible truth-its tremendous act of sex created its hunger and it came for its food:
MAN!
"They crawled over the earth and devoured at will; then,
just as suddenly, left for home in space."
The old man refilled his pipe. He took a coal from the
fire to light it. The boy watched the reflections of the fire on
the wall of the cave. The old man continued:
"Ancient people had many legends of how man began.
Some said he came from the water as a creature that adapted
to land. Some said he crawled out of the earth, grew feet
and walked upon the earth.
"This, I know: those of us who were left after the devastation wrought by the ITS went back into the earth. In our
little packs, we dug our shelters and hid. We explored the
bowels of the earth. We created an intestinal tract which
under-vented the oceans. We came upon the other little pockets of humanity suctioned into their winding holes and evolved a new man. We gave the earth to the ITS."
Patrick McPhee

Rude Earth
A love we will share
Close to the earth we will bare.
I will blossom for you
Like a rose enfolding to the Spring.
I will dance for you with the wind
And stare at you like a star in the night.
I will love you with a fight,
And kiss you with a bite,
And hold you till my breasts
Are like thorns in your chest
And then I will open to you
Like a flower in the sun,
Then we will become a quiet noise
In the open sea beneath the stars
Sucked by the earth in a seed of love.
A love we will share
Close to the earth we will bare.
mary saxon
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I died.
You, World, saw me
out of the corner of your eye,
a shadow moving,
leaden steps cemented in
one and then another.
You called it grace,
but could not see to see.

We, World, existed
in all forms of self effacement;
we were all shadown in the City,
our bodies daily grinding down into
cement dust,
all melting away, melting in,
feet gone, soon legs,
all dying.
To feel, to jolt our bodies back
to life, we made love
until the sewers ran with sperm,
but we could not love to love.

We partied together
in basements smelling of mildew,
damp with last year's rain;
overlooking somebody's ever present,
never clean wash
and step mazes of regulation grey,
sunless at day,
moonless at night:
on the posh fortieth floor
of plush in-city suburbs,
efficient, sterile, rid-at lastof any color the City might reject,
macadam-rolled, concrete-poured,
steel-and-glass-encased,
black-and-white-and-shades of totally acceptable.

Then all sight and sound cracked,
broke apart and came together again
in intermixed bedlam and cacaphony.
You talked and laughed and tinkled ice in glasses,
you wed and warred and paraded all at once, all together:
wedding processioners in field helmets
carried banners and sang war songs;
battlefield's dying clad in top hats
laughed and asked for more ice and another
kiss from the bride.
But You, World, DID NOT NOTICE
only I; then I died
- right in front of You and disappeared.

Always the same peoplebasement-poor by chance,
fifth floor by choice,
fortieth floor rich by happenstance,
changing deportment and dress and ideals
as convention called,
a Time and Place aphorism personified;
cults and codes and ·colors equally represented,
except the Red Man who never left the land,
but no one noticed.
You called it right
but could not know to know.

Karen Yanoff
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LITTLE TOWN BACKWASH
Zulawski
Kansas was a pancake - flat, porous, and the people were
a little too sticky and too sweet. Baldwin, Kansas, small
town. Anywhere, not necessarily in Kansas, is found somewhere on the face of the Earth, where people with nothing to
do find themselves wanting to be. I wanted to be Anywhere.
Saturday was the afternoon of the weekend; unlike Friday,
its morning- gins for young people in darkness ( unlike
Sunday, ending in darkness, hopefully fulfilled and anxious
for Monday). Saturday catches you unaware and idle. If
you have spent more than one Saturday in Littletown-Backwash, America, Inc.- you know where everyTHING is, you
know where everyONE is and you know what to do. You
walk.
If you walk during summer, if you are North and near
Water you mill around fish stories and store-front-fishingcontest-displays. You walk on Penny Shoes because they have
no others. Your car uses Milegas and you use beer.
If you are South, Far South, you are hot. More people
stink. Streets are dirtier. Water is tepid. It is so hot that the
slightest wind makes you feel you had icicles under your
arms and you grab to see if your Anology is Real.
If you are East or West you are usually too busy too.
If you walk during summer and if you are like me you
walk farther and farther, taking a chance on this or that
street, not perfectly sure of the way back. Sometimes, when
you are alone and walking, you can walk so far that your
dried, sticky, papered voice comes alive and loud and you
beat measure with the best of Nature.
When I walk I set something ahead of me as a marker.
Usually the only outcrops around either Littletown-Backwash,
or Bigtown-Sty are the billboards, the signposts, the fire numbers, the roadsigns, telephone poles, old houses, large trees
or insight. When I get to the marker I have chosen I pick
another-all to know that I am going Somewhere.
I like old houses and have often chose them as markers .
Old houses are personal. Somehow you know the people are
old men or women who have just died inside, you know
what the preacher would say at the funeral and you pencil
in, like editors, a hard life, filled with children and old songsyou salute the old house with a knowing smile and go on
your way refreshed, knowing, humbled, sincere and most of
all-superior.
I decided it was time for Communion so I made it with
an old house. This old house had enough paint still holding
on it that from a distance of a few hundred feet the grey
paint against the rot-colour of the frame signaled a half
moon lying almost perfectly on its back. It smiled. The house
was left telling jokes to Mother Nature and bidding raccoons
welcome.
When you approach an old house you realize the great
sensation that Man has not crossed this way in many a
year. Each step is more important, more or less. Once you
are off the powdery road you walk on small pebbles which
turn to larger rocks and once you enter the land of grass
the stones become grit and the grit becomes dirt. All natural
process.
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Your first big step into the high, wild grass is the lightest.
From then on each step is more tangled and held and caught
-telling you, warning, perhaps, that Men are not natural in
the sense that grass and dew and watermelons that BURST!
in the sun are.
Old houses in the country always have porches. A civilization long remembered and little sought. The grass had
grown to the third step and I could swear I saw Aaron Bohrod sketching out in the field. Grey and splintered, junk in
the front yard and back.
I sat, wandered my hands over and through the grasspassed fingernails over warped boards that folded upwardas a leaf does to the sun. I counted nails half-pulled from
the warping boards. I wondered why kids would come this
far just to break a few windows.
Alone in the grass was a yellow flower. I picked it not
really knowing why. I suppose I, a Man, wanted to look at
it, a Flower, but unlike a bird or a squirrel- I picked itkilling it, bringing it to me to admire its beauty. I killed it
to admire its beauty. I killed it to admire its beauty.
I thought of all the lovely words a flower is. Pretty, handsome, lovely, delicate and I thought of the pickers of flowerspretty, handsome, ( some of them), but none delicate. For a
minute I thought how delicate most of Nature was. While
the butterfly is delicate, the tree is not. Though trees have a
mystery. When autumn comes, when the tree is tired, it lets
fall all its leaves and relaxes its arms and sleeps through
the winter. Man sleeps every night and breaks the ordered
pattern of his life every day.

I return my words to my flower. Yellow-soft, fragrant,
fragrant and soon it will be brown and smelly and powdery
to the touch. As poets like to think I could not return the
flower to its stem, nor could I return to the womb. I thought
there was no sure heaven for flowers and, I laughed, there
is no Known Hell for man.
I wanted to know if we could be part of Nature. Not all
Men. Not only I. But some. The some that Hailed Spring
and Witnessed Winter. Some that get down to the level of
the squirrels and pick the Beauty of flowers in their sight.

As part of Nature I would be a blue flower. A blue flower
at sunset is Purple and purple is a colour I like. I think we
should reserve the colours that we admire or else take them
for granted. Ask a man the colour of grass. He says green .
Ask him to describe Green- he says grass. But then I know
little, myself, of being or Being a man. Man is nature-made,
yet he fears the trees in his city. How inadequate and how
much now, with my catharsis under my arm, do I wish to
return to Littletown-Backwash, U.S.A., Inc. Forever.
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JERUSALEM

I walk on stones which
Sprout from sand filled streets,
Of narrow paths between
The stench of feces on the hand
Of Arab and the
J Smell of garlic on the breath
Of bearded Jew.
I see these streets on either side
With glittering stands that sell the
"""- Wood from broken crucifixes.
~ I hear two rotten logs felled on
. A garbage heap, and wonder
1 ·, Where the nearest john is to be found .
.,.--.11r,- I have to go through old stone churches
Plastered with the wax of candles and the
Gum of incense, burning,
With walls of large slave chiseled slabs
From barren hills where man,
Who walks upon these hills between the
Olive and the thyme,
Walks alone.
To find sand blasted men,
Protruding trunks of driftwood
Dried from caustic rays of sun
In moth devoured wool that rests
Upon their flesh of sweat
That drips from dying leaves of
Brown fig trees from
Blood soaked earth upon the
Roots of faith:
Shalom.
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NO TITLE FOR FREEDOM
The cafe was Bohemian and Timothy liked it because it
was dark and warm with coffee steam in the air. He glanced
across the table at Janine who was more than an acquaintance
and less than a friend. "Why must we always come to this
depressing place Tim?" He looked up responding to the noises
she had just made, shrugged his shoulders, and fixed his
gaze on the wall. The wall had poems written on it. "There
are some very good ideas on that wall." She didn't look. "We
could have gone to JoAnne's tea today, every one, just every
one, will be there. But no, we had to come to this place and
sit like idiots. There's nothing in this cellar Tim. Why do we
always end up in this void of a place?" Timothy's eyes had
found something. "As a matter of fact there are some damn
good things being said here." Brenda put on her shocked
face. "Don't swear at me." Her words echoed through the cafe;
they never made it to Timothy's ears. But Brenda's sense of
dignity had been satisfied and she lifted her cup and drank
slowly. She scanned the room over the rim of the coffee cup.
It made her feel important, to scan rooms over the rims of
coffee cups, just like in the movies. Her fantasy was interrupted by Timothy's voice. "Now that poem is great. It says
much." "Where," Brenda asked placing her cup on the table.
"Behind you and to the left of Frodo Lives." She started to
turn but stopped and faced Timothy. "Read it to me," she said.
Timothy began,
I am your mirror,
If you will look you can see yourself.
Can't you?
You should because,
I am.
You do know,
Don't you?
Oh I see, now.
Unfeeling tear.
"That was very nice. Now why don't we go to JoAnne's
party?" Timothy smiled the smile of a successful conclusion.
"God ahead," he replied. Brenda got up. "Are you coming?"
Timothy sat and looked at the polished wood of the table.
He had a profound thought about polished tables and he almost felt like sharing it with Brenda. But she was gone now
and even if she had been there he was sure that polished
tables would upset her. Yes, tables were wonderful too. Timothy got up and walked into the sunlight.

Z7

one day changes the face of the next,
first a Monday that cries with happiness;
a Tuesday that dies with loves.
days that follow, run fast and slow,
keeping a pace of routine mediocrity;
following on shoestrings laced the day before.
walking from nowhere to a nothing else,
creeping endlessly down sightless streets;
finding cigarette-butts as a legacy.
never finding meaning to the syllables
sounded moment after monosyllable after
moment, after nonosyllable
words that follow but lead to no
overwhelming question of who are you?
certainly not restricted, but always
nodding yes to the days that follow
after.
much too overwhelming to ask,
to say the meanings of monosyllables.
Abby

Portrait of a Sister

I watch and
Like a silent solemn curling kitten
I see you
Roll a head of tawny fine hair
To the side and cast a sideway glance
To the reflection in the mirror.
A profile perfect in precision is revealed
And it in turn reveals a coldness.
Can coldness sometimes be but veiled fear?
I see features delicate and brown
Perhaps too delicate to ignore a heavy wound
And in retaliation refused to strike or to
Be struck again, perhaps?
I watch and see you
Move a silent hand and grasp a wisp of hair
To hold it vertical in the air, then let it fall lazily.
Is this a reflection of a philosophy or refusal
Of them all?
And what cold force made you choose
To horde treasures of the soul and
Secrets of the mind?
Is it cold contempt or pure esttangement
That turns a heart cold?
But then can coldness sometimes be but veiled fear?
I watch and see you walk away-quiet with animal grace
Aloof, with the intrigue that whirls within.
Cynthia Sims
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CHAPTER I
Just how hard can it rain? And how long ?
Enough to connect every river and stream to every
lake and ocean?
It's been hours-seemingly days .
Would cars have to be able to float down the street?
Who knows?
Its only been raining a few hours-maybe two or
three . . . but days of thinking can run through
your mind in those few hours .
Just a few hours-but it seems more .. . much more.
Its four A.M . now . I never sleep when its raining.
Those smashing drops on the roof ... on the gutters ... so many of them .
I hate rain.
Ever since I was a child.
That day ... its funny how clearly a day can stick
in your mind year after year .
So vivid ... like just a moment a go
It was raining .. . like now .. . but much harder.
And me ... a boy . . . just like any other boy ...
maybe I thought myself a little bit deeper.
I always like to think . .. always felt myself a little
bit better, deeper in the eyes of the world , that is,
not as far as an ything tangible is concerned. Like
having new skates or new bikes or things of that
nature .. . just better, "in a funny way ." Can't put
my finger on it.
I liked the rain then.
Those warm summer nights.
It was hot and stuffy in my room .
The apartment buildings were so close together then
that you'd scrape your nose if you'd dare try for a
breath of fresh air. So if it rained we'd put any old
pants on and run and cool off through the rain .
The parents around the neighborhood contested at
first . .. but deep down we knew they wished they
could get off their "adult pedestals" and "join the
gang." I loved the rain . .. but that was before ...
Is there no way to dispell the bad memories lodged
in your soul ... there have been so many good
ones ... but all faded and gone with a wink of
the moon. But the sick ones . . . how they hurt ...
so often ... so vivid.
The rain's still pouring down.
I've never married.
Can 't say I particularly want to be.
I think deep down in my heart I know I could never
expect one woman to understand all my problems.
I've imagined someone asking me to "pour out my
heart" to her, and upon starting, I see her clasping
her hands over her ears and running into the sky
toward a dark cloud ... just under the passing
moon . .. never returning.
It's peculiar . .. I never imagined it raining then.
I hate the rain so.
I can't shut out those bad memories ...
How can someone be destroyed now by the thought
of one night in his life years ago .
So many days and nights have passed ... months
and years . . . I bet I couldn't pick out fifty specific
nights I'd spent in my life . . . fifty out of how
many thousands and thousands of days and nights.
The rain 's not stopping.
Can no one stop it?
I hate the rain so.
I didn't always hate it.
But ever since ...
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It's five A.M . now
It's hard to imagine how the coming week will go .

Those guys down at the oHice.
One by one I'll have to hear how their weekends
were. They don't believe me when I tell them that
nothing spectacular happened; why should I lie
to make them happy or keep them amused.
Let them live it up.
They'll all end up in hell ... I won't.
But I bet there's no rain there. Ha! Ha! Ha!
Humm?
They aren't really bad guys .
But can't they let me alone and let me live my life
the way I want to?
I guess they're like the rain . .. there's really no
place I can go to avoid it ... it's everywhere ...
sometime.
I guess I'll have to get used to it.
But I haven't yet .. . in twenty years on this old
earth ... since that night.
A funny thing about my comparing my companions with the rain.
They're the ones who do the comparing in a funny
sort of way . Several times after my usual Monday
morning disappointment at the office, I'd hear one of
them whisper . ..
"He's all wet."
Me! Those .. .
Just like the rain .
My hell on earth.
Then one of them would see me turn sharply and I
look into his eyes and he would think to himself . ..
"He didn't really hear what I said ... anyway,
who wants to work all day with a drip . He's a drip.
I know it ... everyone here knows it . . . I bet he
knows it too.
He probably thinks he's built himself up so high in
his own little mind that he couldn't be anything less
than God's messenger to sinners.
He 's still a drip ... like the rain . .. all wet."
That's what I have to look forward to in a few
hours. Hope it lets up by then.
I ca n almost feel those drops hitting my shoulder.
I stand here now .. . "reigning over the rain."
But the rain, too, knows that its hour will very
quickly come.
It knows that the "dry one" will have to come out
in the open sooner or later. I always have in the
past.
Lt knows I'll be there to meet it "face to face."
But I 'll run.
I always run.
Like a kitten from a bulldog.
It knows I 'll run .
I know I'll run.
That's what hurts .
Hate can be too intense for words, as love many
times is.
There can't really be words to emphasize true despair, or for that matter true love.
But I cannot speak of love ... only of despair.
True hate.
I hate the rain.
I guess its like a fighter going into the ring knowing he's bigger and stronger than his opponent.
By all rights the appropriate victor.
Smarter . .. stronger .. . sharper.
Knowing all the time he will win .. . if he'd fight.
Knowing he could win by just "standing there" and
letting his opponent tire himself out by just hitting
him.
Then winning by doing more than "standing there."
As sure as if he'd struck the deciding blow.
That's how it is .

Boy am I tired.
I can't sleep when it rains.
I hate it so .
Why must pain be felt over and over again?
Can't something or someone get tired of hurting ?
Could the rain have a conscience ?
I moved out to the country to get away from the
kind of people I can't conform to .
I never want to fit into the "mold."
Come out a mental duplicate of everyone else.
I don't want to be a statistic.
John Jones will have so many colds, get into so
many accidents, and will have so many headaches
and on and on this year.
You can't have a free and open mind in the city.
There's no room for individuality.
No room for people who can think for themselves.
Just robots.
Just numbers on a payroll check to your company .
A number of your city's undernourished popula tion ...
A number of your state's census bureau ...
To your country a prestige of "number power."
But to yourself . ..
Always number one.
The people who really know that they are number
one are the one's who actually get ahead in this
world.
They won't conform!
They won't adjust to a pattern!
I'm number one.
Everyone is to themselves.
It's only human .
I tried to substitute seclusion for conformity.
Sometimes I find it satisfying
Sometimes lonely . . .
Never regretful.
Getting out of the city was the best step I ever took.
When the city is done with me after a day 's work .
I'm done with the city!
Not many people are.
The majority goes through the hectic city hours day
after day, all their lives, without a whisper of silence.
Its not a train; its a plane.
or a fire engine-police car .
or even an air conditioner.
How blind can they be?
Can't they see what a stinking gutter they're in.
I really feel sorry for the people who feel like I do,
and can't do anything about it.
Like being in a cage.
A cage.
I was once. Now I'm free.
Thank God for that.
Its so peaceful out here.
The only trains you hear are the trains of robins
flying over the patio.
The only siren is that of a yawning kitten.
And police ...
who's going to arrest nature?
What could the charge be?
Disturbing the peace?
The peace being the confusion of the city.
Guilty.
Sentence ... life exile to the country!
It's always been that way .
Always will.
And I'm in the heart of it.
In the heart of all these trees
acres of grass .. . flowers ... birds . . . even
squirrels.
They couldn't survive in the city any more than I
could.
I wonder where they all go when it rains .
I hate the rain so.

It seems tha t the rain ca n blanket out all the beauty
in the world .
Some people ca n see beauty in the r a in ...
or th ey can say th a t.
No one will ever know wh a t I think about people
like that.
People who philosophize on rain . .. on anything
for that matter.
But me .. .
I have no one to a nswer to .
I only philosophize to myself.
Only to myself.
In my own little secluded world.
I don't try to invade the realm of other people 's
dreams with my own .. . no one should!
But my so-called friends do .
They do every Monday morning.
Come to my side of the fence .
The grass isn 't a ny greener
but who cares . ..
everyone else is here.
I like to visualize myself ... all alone . . . looking
over th a t fence and seeing the whole world . ..
trying to coax me over.
Bu t I stand fast.
There' s a gate .. .
A huge ga te . . .
With a huge pl aque hanging over it.
"Conformity" it said .
But no matter how hard they tried to coax me over
. .. all day long ...
When night came I was alone ..
and no one could touch me
or try to touch me .
That's my idea of peace.
The mind is such a wonderful thing .
I can amuse myself all day with it.
I can be anyone; go anywhere; do anything.
I feel sorry for people without minds .
If they could only know how wonderful it is on. my
sid e .. . if they could come to my side of the fence
. .. and give my world a try.
Don't philosophize!
Don't conform!
Stand fast!
Its still raining.
I'd better start getting ready for work.
Its a two-hour drive to the city.
Worth every mile of it.
Within those two hours in the morning I can "wind
myself up" for the coming day and thus get ready
for anything.
Nothing a surprise.
My nature could be described as perverse, melodramatic, subtle ... or any other two-penny word
a schoolboy could look up.
Who can understand me ?
Could there be one person in the world who really
knows how I feel ?
Someone deeply concerned about everything in the
world . . . but nothing specific.
Worried about the billions of people in the world
but no one special.
Someone who loves the rain ...
and who could wipe out all these memories.
So many memories . ..
Someone who loves the rain . ..
to stand beside me ...
during pre-dawn moments, like these, and
convince me there is beauty in the rain.
So much rain . .. so much .. . ugliness,
could be so much more beautiful.
If only I had .. .
I hate the rain
so much.
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A VISION OF HAPPINESS
( In the Style of Chaucer)
One day I had a vision come to me,
It said that happiness is not to be,
For us on earth there's only to be cares,
He who survives is only he who dares.
Real friends are few, children spoiled and mean,
Who once were never heard, but only seen.
Fame and fortune e'er we do beseech,
But they are always far beyond our reach.
Yet when I saw that joy was not to be,
Amazed I was that it had come to me.
Sylvia Feldman
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A feeling of tenderness prevades my heart when a spark in
the dark gropes and finds a bud in bloom with beads of dew
that glisten on me.
The brook rushes to cool the sands
Of deserts bemoaning their torment,
Tarantulas thrive in camel tracks
And winds disturb the silence calm.
There are great fields of yellow
Golden waiting the season silence:
For the sun to bring more than days,
For a road to bring more than paths.
I

_,-:r..

When age shall show on familiar places,
Scarred brows that once sweat in pain
Glistened with excitement proud
Only in the truth, to be.
Now the earth breathes for two shadows
That are one. Dreams become ethereal
Flights among tinsel stars, and the rose
That glows from each heart
Shall endure forever as one love.
Chris Kaka vetsis

We have known each other from youth.
Unreal names have given us identity,
Secrets need no one to exist but,
Eyes are crystal diaries.
Green. Gold. Grey. Fields as pale snow.
"May we have some fire please?"
A division in stone, others cried
Chains are strong when broken.
Nuptials: lightning laughter a sigh
Simulates a drum march vertically, horizontally
Emits bitter nights to hear a clang.
Black goes well with anything? 0 sage?
Come one come all,
Mysterious scenes in life. Smile tears.
Our heart the eternal labyrinth
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To The Victors
A long line of marchers - still with the weight
of thoughts,
a perimeter of watchers, with cruel eyes, that
stand silent, heavily pressing, on this bridge.
Then with their responsibility, leather-wrapped,
with the surety of hate came the men
like insects in chiton shields. I saw their
eyes gleam plastic behind the gas masks.
They were afraid although they will win - today.
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To My Sister on Her Birthday

2/3/65
Now you may think of the years as so
much paint,
enameled smooth on you; now layered thickBut do not believe it.
Where yqur coats of time are cracked,
bubbled slightly
or hanging in insightly strips
Here you may think pain seeps in to rot the wall
and sorrow to stain you.
No, the acrid liquid of time takes off a finish.
We become undecorated because age is no painter.
Years will be the turpentine to leave you primed
Death's brush.
Littlest sister, believe me.

"LIFE WAS"

Life was annealed in white loneliness
heated and cast in resignation's sand,
But I was wrong.
When your desire found design and provoked desire
I was newly forged and emerged as one glowing continuum,
A red-gold ingot of alloy but somehow purified
And now open to molding, I flowed to fill you.
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DEATH OF GUS-GUS

Little Gus-Gus had died . His inert form lay on the floor,
the beginning of a rapt question in the mind of the child
contemplating it. The question of life and death, for the
first time faced without the easy formula of cowboy action:
"Bang, you're dead."
Now, death meant real sorrow too.
With a tentative uneasy finger she reached out and touched
Gus-Gus . The limp figure did not respond tin play. Gus-Gus
was dead.
A tear fell onto his white fur from above.
His pointed nose, did not wiggle in recognition. His eyes
lost their luster. His stringtail was stiff. His pink ears
did not jerk at the mention of his name. Gus-Gus died and
rolled over on his side. He didn't play dead . He died .
Then on the child's face the tears had dried. The agony
had past. With an indrawn sob and resolution she realized
something of herself had left. She had aged. Her brow
had wrinkled, her eyes were heavt, her mouth had turned
down, and she arose from her squat position above the animal.
She left Gus-Gus where he lay. She walked into her playroom, took her box of blocks and emptied it. From her
bureau she took five partly burnt birthday candles, pulled
a flower from her hat in the closet, dropped them into
the box and picked up her sand pail and shovel.
She returned to Gus-Gus, knelt beside him, opened the box
and put him into it. Then she went into the yard, dug a
small hole, set in the box , covered it, and set the candles and
flower upright in the ground.
She knelt down and bowed her head . "God," she said, "You
know that Gud-Gus died. He came to live with us on my birthday. He was a good mouse and we are sad to see him go. Take
care of him God."
She put the shovel in her sand bucket and went into the
house.
As she passed through the kitchen, her mother noticed the
intense look of the child, but was unaware of the cause.
"Have you been playing, Sis ?" she asked.
"No," the child replied . "I meant it."
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Not you,
But the wall that hems you in, is expendable.
Man help yourself.
Not you,
But your humanity, is invincible.
Man help yourself.
Not you,
But your religions, kill in the fiction of a god.
Man help yourself.
Not you,
But your politicians, war in the name of Peace.
Man help yourself.
Not you,
But your orators, dull your sensibilities.
Man help yourself.
Not you,
But your vanities, have a martial mein.
Man help yourself.
Not you,
But your leaders, prepare your burial.
Man help yourself.
No, not you,
But the wall that hems you in, is expendable.
Man help yourself.

AGNOSTA
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